To resolve the conflict between our desire for a good smoothing effect and desire to give additional weight to the recent change, a grey accumulating generation operator that can smooth the random interference of data is introduced into the double exponential smoothing method.
Introduction
The exponential smoothing (ES) method describes a class of forecasting methods. Each has the property that forecasts are weighted combinations of past observations, where recent observations are given relatively more weight than older ones. The double exponential smoothing (DES) is an extension of ES designed for trend time series [1] . The Holt-Winters method (triple exponential smoothing) takes into account both seasonal changes and trends. They provide good forecasts with simple formulations, allowing the incorporation of error, trend and seasonal components in As we know, for the original time series X (0) = {x (0) (1), x (0) (2), · · · , x (0) (n)}, the single ES method follows the equation:x (0) (k + 1) = αx (0) (k) + (1 − α)x (0) (k).
No formally correct procedure exists for choosing the smoothing coefficient, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Currently, the judgment of the statistician is used to obtain an ideal α, which determines the level of response to recent changes and the smoothing effect. When α is near 0, fewer responses to recent changes are observed and the smoothing effect is greater. When α is close to 1, additional weight is given to the recent changes and the smoothing effect is lower [4, 5] . This conflict deserves to be resolved.
To solve this conflict, the following definition is given.
Definition 1 [15] For the original time series X (0) = {x (0) (1), x (0) (2), · · · , x (0) (n)}, an rorder accumulated generating operator (AGO) sequence X (r) = {x (r) (1), x (r) (2), · · · , x (r) (n)}, r ∈ R + can be generated by r-AGO as follows: . r-order inverse accumulated generating operator (IAGO) of X (r) is expressed as follows:
IAGO is the inverse operation of AGO. In general, when 0 < r < 1,
The r-IAGO of X (r) is computed as follows:
AGO is widely used in grey models for its ability to smooth the randomness of original data [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . By means of IAGO, the prediction value can be transformed back to the original se-quence. Through AGO, the disorderly data may be converted into regular form. For example,
, the 1-AGO sequence is X (1) = {1, 3, 4.5, 7.5}. The lines of these sequences are illustrated in Figs.1 and 2 respectively. Comparing the two lines, it is clear that the trend of sequence X (1) in Fig.2 is more obvious than the sequence X (0) in Fig.1 .
[Insert Fig.1 about here]
[Insert Fig.2 about here]
The following theorem is provided to discuss the mathematical property of AGO.
} is a nonnegative sequence.
Proof For convenience, set r = 1,
Actually, If 0 < r < 1, x (r) (k) may be the increasing function of k(k = 1, 2, · · · , n). For example, an irregular sequence X (0) = {6, 4, 7, 5, 6, 4, 10, 9, 11, 10}, the 0.6-AGO sequence of X
is X (0.6) = {6, is the increasing function of k(k = 1, 2, · · · , 10). By using AGO, the disorderly sequence may be converted into an approximately increased sequence. An irregular and increased sequence can be predicted by using Holt's linear method (double exponential smoothing). Then we give the following definition:
Definition 2 For the original time series
given in Definition 1. Grey double exponential smoothing (GDES) follows the equations
where S (k) and S (k) are the single and double exponential smoothing values for time k respectively. The forecasting form is
If r = 0, GDES is the traditional double exponential smoothing. The process of calculating GDES can be summarized as follows:
Step 1: Set the order number r and obtain the r-AGO sequence of X (0) according to Definition
1;
Step 2: Calculate the parameters (a k and b k ) by using Definition 2;
Step 3: Compute the predictive value using the following equationx
where m is the out-of-sample size;
Step 4: Transform the prediction value back to the original sequence by means of IAGO.
The following theorem is provided to discuss the mathematical property of GDES.
Theorem 2 Assume that
} is the r-AGO sequence and r is not an integer. Construct GDES according to the above steps. m is the out-of-sample size, thenx (r) (k) is the weighted linear function of one variable k(k = 1, 2, · · · , n, n + 1, · · · , n + m), and the monotonicity of the predictive
Proof For convenience, set r = p q , p q -AGO can be expressed as follows:
Therefore, p q -IAGO can be expressed as follows:
The predictive value of p q -IAGO can be expressed as follows:
From the above equation we conclude that the predictive sequencex
is a weighted linear model and that these weights are changeable. Therefore, the monotonicity of the predictive valuex (0) (k)(k = n, n + 1, · · · , n + m) is uncertain.
In this paper, the predictive values are calculated by using different α s. The α that produces a small mean square error for the fitted values and shows an expected future growth is chosen. We assumed that S (0) and S (0) are equal to the initial historical values.
Comparison of traditional exponential smoothing and GDES
The effectiveness of the GDES model is evaluated via five real cases in this section. Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE = 100%
|) compares the actual values with the forecasted values to evaluate the precision.
Case 1: The example for the series N8 from the M3 forecasting competition Take the series N8 from the M3 forecasting competition as example. The last 6 observations is not be used to calculate the forecasts but to evaluate their accuracy. The forecasting results and the growth values are shown in Table 1 . the smallest MAPE and reflect the real system with different growth situations. This is a major innovation of GDES.
Case 2: The example for the incidence of Hepatitis B [18] This example is from paper [18] . The in-sample data and out-of-sample data are the same as the paper [18] . The actual value and the errors of five models are shown in Table 2 . On the one hand, DES yields the lowest MAPE among the five in-sample models, but yields the higher MAPE among the out-of-sample models. On the other hand, GDES yields the lower MAPE among the five in-sample models, but the lowest MAPE among the out-of-sample models. It implies that GDES can mitigate the drawbacks of DES and can produce better forecasting results by capturing the characteristics of recent data. Li used this numeric example to discuss the conflict between our desire for a good smoothing effect and desire to give additional weight to the recent change [20] . Despite explaining the existence of this conflict, Li did not suggest a method for solving such a conflict. To compare the smoothing effect of GDES, the smoothing constant of Li (α = 0.8) is used. The results of three models are shown in Table 3 . As shown in Table 3 , the MAPE of GDES is the smallest among the three models. This shows that GDES can mitigate the drawbacks of the traditional single exponential smoothing and double exponential smoothing method. Case 4: The gas content forecasting example [21] He et al. used the linear double exponential smooth method to predict gas content in vertical depth with an interval of 50m in a mining area [21] . Their results showed the linear double exponential smooth method with a smooth constant (α = 0.8) achieved a high prediction accuracy.
To compare the smoothing effect of GDES, the smoothing constant of Reference [21] (α = 0.8) is used. The results of the four models are shown in Table 4 . As shown in Table 4 , GDES(α = 0.4) achieves the lowest MAPE among the four models, which implies that GDES can obtain better results than the other models. The series N1, N2, N3, N4 and N5 are from the M3 forecasting competition. The last 6 observations are not be used to calculate the forecasts but to evaluate their accuracy. The forecasting results of the series N1, N2, N3, N4 and N5 are listed in Table 5 , Table 6 , Table 7 Table 8 and   Table 9 , respectively. The lines of these sequences are illustrated in Figs.3-7 respectively. Take the series N1 from the M3 forecasting competition as an example. According to Table   5 and Fig.3, GM(1,1) has the smallest MAPE among the four models. Therefore, the series N1
shows an evident exponential trend. The error rate of GDES model is very close to DES model.
Thus, the series N1 is unsuitable for GDES. From the results of the series N2, N3, N4 and N5. It is very clear that the accuracies of GDES models are better than the conventional models'. The results validate the effectiveness of GDES.
Compare Table 6 -9 with Table 5 , we conclude that the series N2, N3, N4 and N5 are suitable for GDES and the series N1 is unsuitable for GDES. Compare Fig.4-7 with Fig.3 , the area of GDES applicability is the linear trend with some fluctuating data.
Pig price forecasting in China
Pork is an important element in the Chinese food culture. On average day in China, approx- Given the limited historical data is available, traditional regression analysis is unsuitable for forecasting pig price. Instead, the grey forecasting model and ES method can be used to predict pig price [22] . However, the grey forecasting model is an exponential curve and DES method is a linear model. These two methods are not suitable for forecasting pig price, because the pig price usually represents an abnormal surge. Therefore, given the non-deterministic and limited-samples condition, we use GDES to predict the pig price.
The data consist of yearly pig price in China from 2004 to 2010. These real data were collected from http://www.caaa.cn. The original time series is shown as follows: We calculate
, where
Therefore, we obtain a n = 18.88, b n = 0.13. The simulative values and their errors are shown in Table 10 . According to Table 10 , GDES has a strong performance in forecasting of pig price in the context of short term or small sample, because the MAPE is more smaller than GM(1,1), which is a remarkable advantage of GDES.
Thus we use GDES to predict short-term pig price. The results are listed in Table 11 . The results of Table 11 shows that the pig price will demonstrate small fluctuations, which closely reflect the actual situation in the country. Judging by the current state of the domestic pig farming industry, the pig prices in China will remain stabilized for a specific period, because China possesses a national pork reserve. Unless a new disease breakout leads to a steep cull of pig stocks, the pork prices in China will not experience huge fluctuations. If the pig price in China has been pushed up. According to the Ministry of Commerce, there are 200000 tonnes of pork in reserves in 2011, which will be released into the market as and when needed. If the pig price continues to decrease, driving the food CPI below zero. The government will launch a round of domestic frozen pork purchases to prevent any further drops in the pork price, as well as to protect the interest of farmers.
Discussion and Conclusion
r can change the smoothing effect of GDES as well as determine the linear trend of r-AGO.
The smoothing constant can provide additional weight to the recent changes. Although favorable results have been obtained from the six cases, r may not be optimal. The performance of the GDES still could be improved by further advancement of algorithms used to determine r. More computational experiments are needed to make conclusions on the performance of different orders.
How to simply obtain the optimal r that can produce a minimum error is a problem that deserves to research in the future. It is quite probable that the forecasting accuracy of the GDES can be improved by introduction of external-internal-mixed smoothing.
The government has begun to stockpile frozen pork to stabilize pig prices and to protect pig breeders from losses and frustration when the price of pig has fallen. The government will release part of the central government's frozen pork into the market to cap the increasing prices when the pig price has fallen. Therefore, the pig price will demonstrate a stabilized trend in the short term, and the results of GDES are proven accurate. GDES is eventually validated as a better forecasting model for pig prices and may be used to predict in other real cases. This model can also be extended to triple exponential smoothing in the future.
